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ABSTRACT 

 India is one of the fastest growing countries in terms of the mobile user. Now mobile phones are not only a 

medium of voice communication but also widely used for mobile services. Mobile-based services or M-services are defined 

as electronic services that are delivered to  consumers via mobile technologies using mobile devices. M-services is a 

limited concept of E-services which is able to provide services anywhere at any time. Due to this reason this concept 

becoming popular among people. Investments in M-services are growing and these services stand to offer the promise of 

creating a social impact in the area of healthcare, agriculture, financing, governance, and education. In this paper, we 

study  the trends, major services, impact on customers, issues related to m-banking etc., 

KEYWORDS: M-Banking, Applications, Trends, Major Services, Impact, Issues 

INTRODUCTION 

 M-Commerce is the fast-rising idea of e-trade which provides various e-services on cellular gadgets. Nowadays 

growth in the number of wi-fi internet subscribers and clever-smartphone users, m-Commerce is hastily adopted generation 

inside the global. Through m-trade humans are playing diverse m-services such are M-agriculture, M-training, M-finance, 

and M-buying. In the recent beyond, banks have launched cell websites and banking apps for providing their services via 

cellular. Mobile banking (additionally called M-banking, SMS-banking) is a term used for performing banking 

transactions, payments, and many others. With cellular devices. The Global Mobile Banking Report discovered that m-

banking is hastily adopted via new users and it is the biggest banking channel with the aid of the volume of transaction. 

The maximum interesting locating became that adoption charges are maximum in developing nations achieving about 60-

70% in India and China. The fundamental cause of increasing in the fashion of m-banking is that it enables to perform 

banking activities at whenever and anywhere. M-banking guarantees clients in clearing and agreement of transactions 

through nationwide and allowing actual fund transfer in any financial institution account and operated by using customers 

using mobile banking offerings of any operators. The convenience of use of cellular, people can take advantage of banking 

offerings 24 hrs a day and wherever he desires. It not most effective saves time for costumes but additionally lessen value 

for banks.  

Mobile Banking and Applications 

 Mobile banking users are becoming more at ease doing banking transaction with their smartphones.                       

With the increase of fashion in m-banking, new users show extra assured in banking on cell gadgets. India has the youngest 

populace of cell banking customers throughout the globe at a mean age of 30, instead of 32 within the US and 39 in 
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Europe, According to the studies with the aid of KPMG and UBS. Further, it also confirmed that the Mobile Banking 

customers in India account for over 50% of its populace nowadays. Many banks have come up with their banking apps 

which help humans to make online transactions, pay payments, recharge cellular phones, and many others. The top 5 

mobile banking apps are State Bank Freedom, HDFC Bank mobile software, iMobile from ICICI Bank, Baroda M-join and 

New Axis Mobile in India. Almost all banks were building cell banking apps for his or her customers and upgrading them 

too. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has given approval to 80 banks to start cell banking offerings, which includes apps 

and sixty-four banks have begun operations. As of October 2013, nearly 30 million human beings had subscribed to cell 

banking offerings, which is still the small variety of app customers. According to Kern Communication Pvt. Ltd, a user 

revel in studies consultancy firm, best 0.12 million downloads banking apps on Google’s Play Store(Vishwanathan, 2014). 

Banks are searching for diverse ways to faucet the overall potential of this remarkable boom in cellular banking. They are 

using era in a large manner to offer customers with the nice mobile banking experience like ICICI Bank who is thinking 

about including an NFC tag as a way to introduce `faucet and pay’ feature without the customer having to reach for his 

pockets (Dias,2015). 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Barnes (2002) indicated that WAP banking is some other form of the Electronic banking that permits the user to 

talk interactively with the bank. For this verbal exchange, the patron makes use of the simplest GSM mobile telephone 

with WAP service. With its options and the technique of controlling WAP, banking reminds an easy shape of Internet 

banking. WAP is a generic trendy for bringing Internet-primarily based content and advanced price-brought services to 

wireless gadgets which include phones and private virtual assistants (PDAs).  

Clark (2008) said that the cell as a channel promises convenience, immediacy, and desire to consumers. But there 

are a huge wide variety of various mobile smartphone gadgets and it's miles a massive venture for banks to offer Mobile 

banking answer on any form of the device. 

Sharma and Singh (2009) found that the cellular banking users in India were extra involved with security 

problems like financial frauds, account misuse, and person friendliness difficulty, the problem in remembering the one-of-

a-kind codes for distinct sorts of the transaction, application software program installation &updation due to lack of 

standardization. 

Hayat (2009) counseled that for a banking regulator it’s vital to offer adequate safety for clients, make sure 

financial stability, offer interoperability of digital structures and guarantee the safety of transactions and Anti-Money 

Laundering and Know-Your-Customer principles have to additionally be carried out to cellular payments. 

RBI (2014) defined that the Mobile banking transaction is low cost in comparison to the conventional banking 

channels and hence there is want for banks to encourage the cellular banking channel in a huge manner maintaining in 

mind the long-term financial gains. Bank-unique packages and man or woman structures have a primary position in 

constructing emblem loyalty, an alternate uniform/common platform, interoperability and similar seamless transactional 

enjoy to the users/customers of all banks could encourage cellular banking.  
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OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

• To take a look at the tendencies in cellular banking. 

• To observe the main services in mobile banking 

• To take a look at the effect of cellular banking on customers. 

• To compare the problems associated with cell banking. 

METHODOLOGY 

 This is a descriptive study paper-based totally on secondary records. Data had been discovered on numerous 

websites, Reports of RBI, KPMG, IAMAI, and various others. The data became additionally amassed from journals and 

articles published in a newspaper.  

Trends in Mobile Banking 

• The advent of the Internet has revolutionized the manner the financial offerings enterprise conducts commercial 

enterprise, empowering groups with new commercial enterprise fashions and new approaches to providing 24-

hour accessibility to their customers.  

• The ability to provide financial transactions online has additionally created new players in the financial service's 

enterprise, including online banks, online agents and wealth managers who offer personalized services, despite the 

fact that such gamers nonetheless account for a tiny percentage of the enterprise.  

• Over the last few years, the mobile and wireless market have been one of the quickest growing markets within the 

world and its miles still growing at a fast pace. According to the GSM Association and Ovum, the wide variety of 

mobile subscribers handed 2 billion in September 2005, and now exceeds 2.Five billion (of which greater than 2 

billion are GSM).  

• Mobile gadgets, specifically clever telephones, are the most promising way to reach the masses and to create 

“stickiness” amongst modern customers, because of their potential to offer offerings anytime, anywhere, the high 

price of penetration and capacity to grow. According to Gartner, shipment of smart telephones is growing fast, 

and have to pinnacle 2 million gadgets (of over 800 million offered) in 2006 on my own. 

• As the fashion is transferring to cellular banking, there is a challenge for CIOs and CTOs of those banks to decide 

on how to leverage their funding in internet banking and provide cellular banking, within the shortest possible 

time.  

• The proliferation of the 3G (0.33 technology of wi-fi) and sizeable implementation predicted for 2007–2013 will 

generate the improvement of greater state-of-the-art offerings such as multimedia and links to m-commerce 

Major Services in Mobile Banking 

Account Data  

• Alerts on account interest or passing of set thresholds  

• Monitoring of time period deposits  
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• Access to loan statements  

• Access to card statements  

• Mutual finances/equity statements  

• Insurance coverage control  

Payments, Deposits, Withdrawals, and Transfers 

• Cash-in, coins-out transactions on an ATM  

• Domestic and global fund transfers 

• Micro-payment handling  

• Mobile & Direct to Home bundle recharging  

• Purchasing tickets for tour and leisure  

• Commercial charge processing  

• Bill payment processing  

• Peer to Peer bills (e.G., Pop money, Isis)  

• Withdrawal at banking agent  

• Deposit at banking agent. 

Issues Related M-Banking 

As the fashion of cellular banking is growing with its more benefits in each day existence to make without 

difficulty agreement of banking transactions with the “whenever and everywhere” banking machine, there are some 

problems which lead a few hurdles in its boom in economics. Many researchers, academicians, authors who made try to 

study on the adoption of mobile banking by way of customers in India they found that maximum of humans enhances 

trouble of security with m-banking apps. According to Wegilant file, “maximum of the cell banking apps failed and plenty 

of didn’t employ even the fundamental security checks expected. The communication between the apps & their servers 

continues to be within the unencrypted layout i.E.In HTTP in place of HTTPS. Further, he said 29 cell banking apps in 

India are discovered security vulnerabilities assault. A survey by way of software safety firm Trend Micro located that 

India ranked third amongst international locations most affected by means of cellular banking malware. Banks locate 

themselves having to each protect the consumer, while at the same time providing uninterrupted and speedy get right of 

entry to  their services to try and make sure extra client satisfaction. Biometric apps and fingerprint scanning are earmarked 

as methods to bolster the security of cell banking, whilst making sure ease of getting entry to; only a handful of the primary 

banks assessed inside the studies currently provide this carrier.  

RBI Additionally Issued Guidelines for Banks on Cell Banking that  

• The banks issue a brand new cellular pin (mPIN) to users. To facilitate the mobile payments mPIN may be issued 

and authenticated by the financial institution or with the aid of a mobile price application carrier issuer appointed 
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by the financial institution.  

• Implement application level encryption over community and delivery layer encryption wherever feasible.  

• Establish right firewalls, intruder detection structures (IDS), records record and device integrity checking, 

surveillance and incident reaction approaches and containment processes.  

• Conduct periodic threat control evaluation, safety vulnerability assessment of the software and community and so 

forth at the least once in  12 months.  

There are various measures adopted through businesses and Indian Banking Associations and other regulatory our 

bodies to test vulnerabilities on mobile websites and applications. And also provide various protection suggestions to 

customers through numerous researchers and IT engineers.  

Issues Related M-Banking  

As the trend of cell banking is increasing with its greater blessings in everyday existence to make effortlessly 

settlement of banking transactions with the “anytime and everywhere” banking system, there are a few problems which 

lead some hurdles in its growth in economics. Many researchers, academicians, authors who made strive to study on the 

adoption of mobile banking through customers in India they determined that most of the people enhance trouble of security 

with m-banking apps. According to Wegilant file, “most of the cellular banking apps failed and lots of didn’t rent even the 

fundamental protection checks predicted. The verbal exchange among the apps & their servers remains in the unencrypted 

format i.E.In HTTP rather than HTTPS. Further, he said 29 mobile banking apps in India are determined safety 

vulnerabilities assault. A survey by means of software protection firm Trend Micro observed that India ranked third among 

international locations maximum affected through mobile banking malware. Banks locate themselves having to each 

defend the purchaser, even as at the same time imparting uninterrupted and rapid access to their services to try to ensure 

more patron pride. Biometric apps and fingerprint scanning are earmarked as ways to bolster the protection of cellular 

banking while ensuring ease of getting right of entry to; handiest a handful of the principle banks assessed inside the 

studies currently provide this service.  

RBI also Issued Pointers for Banks on Cellular Banking that  

• The bank’s problem a brand new cell pin (mPIN) to customers. To facilitate the cell payments mPIN may be 

issued and authenticated through the bank or by a cell fee utility service provider appointed by using the bank.  

•  Implement software stage encryption over community and shipping layer encryption anywhere feasible.  

•  Establish right firewalls, intruder detection structures (IDS), statistics file and machine  

• integrity checking, surveillance and incident reaction processes and containment techniques.  

•  Conduct periodic chance management evaluation, safety vulnerability assessment of the utility and network and 

so forth at least once  a year.  

There are numerous measures adopted with the aid of groups and Indian Banking Associations and different 

regulatory bodies to test vulnerabilities on cellular websites and programs. And additionally, provide numerous protection 

suggestions to customers via various researchers and IT engineers.  
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Impact of Mobile Banking On Customers 

 Introduction of mobile banking in 1980 helped banking enterprise to achieve exponential growth within the 

elevated mobile transactions and progressed consumer offerings.(Garima&Gulati, 2013). But in India, cell banking 

continues to be in its nascent stage. Banks really want to identify various factors impacting clients’ behavior about mobile 

phone to grow cellular banking in India. (Patel, 2013) 

 A Report on Mobile banking (www.Nextbigwhat.Com) says, By 2015, $350 billion in price and banking 

transaction s should glide thru mobile phones, as compared with about $325 billion of overall credit and debit card 

transactions nowadays in India. This report highlights the improvement of cellular transactions in India. “India presently 

has greater than 700 mobile subscribers. Of the family, more than 40 percent have at the least one cellular smartphone even 

doesn’t have bank debts. We have simply 240 million people with the bank account, 20 million credit cards, 88,000 bank 

branches, and 70,000 ATM’s. This explains the boom fashion and determines massive ability to generate earnings from 

cellular transactions. Mobile payment is considered handy for clients and this will boom using mobiles for numerous 

banking transactions by means of clients. Over the subsequent 5 years, it's miles expected that unbanked rural marketplace 

ought to act as a risk for the urban market in terms of size. The huge opportunity is there for 

banks.(Source:nextbigwhat.Com) 

 Mobile Banking is gaining a  reputation in India with time. Main motive at the back of this may be the better use 

of cell via the clients. Mobile banking has emerged drastically in ultimate 10 years which signify innovation in banking in 

which both carrier and transport mode is generation based. Thus innovation and use of generation have an impact on the 

distinctiveness of cell banking offerings(Lesley.2001) 

 In developing countries like India, there are more mobile telephone customers than bank account owners.                 

India stands 2nd in phrases of financially disqualified households in the world which mean that more than fifty percentage 

of the populace is financially underserved. Report ton monetary inclusions by means of World Bank kingdom that 35 

per4cent of Indian population has financial institution account and sixty-five percentage of the population remains inside 

the need of diverse economic provider and get entry to economic institutions centers. (Global Findex 2011). 

 Mobile banking now not most effective offers centers like balance check, or do transactions they're also affecting 

client behavior Integration of banking with their private mobile gadgets, clients are attractive themselves in apps more than 

ever. Reason in the back of that is cell apps allow clients to avail banking centers without the bodily presence in the 

department. Customers also can handle their cash with a click on. This facility is encouraging clients to apply mobile 

banking and offer actual life revel in. They can carry out their key transactions on Smart telephones to store cost and time. 

Mobile banking is convenient for them to apply and is getting used on a regular foundation. The recurring use of those 

apps enables banks to have the customer on their show zero-forty times in a month (Jones,2015).  

Issues Related to Mobile Banking  

 As the fashion of cellular banking is growing with its extra advantages in day by day lifestyles to make without 

problems settlement of banking transactions with the “anytime and anywhere” banking system, there are a few issues 

which lead some hurdles in its increase in economics. Many researchers, academicians, authors who made try and study on 

the adoption of mobile banking with the aid of clients in India they located that maximum of humans improves the problem 
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of safety with m-banking apps. According to Wegilant file, “most of the cell banking apps failed and plenty of didn’t 

appoint even the fundamental security tests anticipated. The verbal exchange between the apps & their servers remains 

inside the unencrypted layout i.E. In HTTP in preference to HTTPS. Further, he said 29 mobile banking apps in India are 

determined security vulnerabilities attack.  

 A survey via software program security company Trend Micro discovered that India ranked 0.33 among nations 

maximum suffering from cellular banking malware. Banks find themselves having to both guards the patron, at the same 

time as on the identical time offering uninterrupted and rapid access to their offerings to try to make sure greater purchaser 

pride. Biometric apps and fingerprint scanning are earmarked as approaches to strengthen the safety of mobile banking, 

even as ensuring ease of access; only a handful of the main banks assessed within the research presently provide this 

carrier. There are diverse measures adopted by way of groups and Indian Banking Associations and different regulatory 

bodies to test vulnerabilities on mobile websites and packages. And also offer numerous safety suggestions to clients by 

diverse researchers and IT engineers.  

RBI Also Issued Suggestions for Banks on Mobile Banking 

• The bank’s difficulty a new cellular pin (mPIN) to customers. To facilitate the cellular bills mPIN can be issued 

and authenticated via the financial institution or by using a cellular charge software provider issuer appointed with 

the aid of the bank.  

• Implement software degree encryption over community and shipping layer encryption wherever feasible.  

• Establish proper firewalls, intruder detection systems (IDS), data record and device integrity checking, 

surveillance and incident reaction methods and containment methods.  

• Conduct periodic danger management analysis, safety vulnerability assessment of the application and community 

and so on at the least as soon as in  12 months.  

FINDINGS 

• The cellular and the wireless market has been one of the fastest developing markets in the international and it's far 

nonetheless developing at a rapid tempo. 

• Mobile gadgets, particularly smartphones, are the maximum promising manner to attain the hundreds and to 

create “stickiness” amongst modern-day clients, due to their capability to provide services whenever, everywhere, 

high charge of penetration and ability to grow. 

• The M- banking offerings could be very a lot preferred by using the customers. 

• Some authors described the difficulty of security on m-banking. 

• The regulatory frame RBI now taking increasingly progressive steps and offer various tips to banks for the safety 

of consumer account protection on cellular website and packages.  

• The inclusion of non-banking population in a monetary most important stream will gain all.  
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• There is also want to generate consciousness about the mobile banking so that an increasing number of humans 

use it for their gain  

CONCLUSIONS 

 Mobile era is reworking the banking industry in global through providing comfort to banking clients and 

providing new offerings to the unbanked customers in rising market of India. M-banking is hastily developing in finance 

region for the transactions and payment agreement. For this, all stakeholders like Regulators, Government, telecom service 

providers and mobile device manufacturers need to make efforts in order that penetration of mobile banking reaches from 

high-stop to low- stop users and from metros to the middle cities and rural areas. The hindrance of this have a look at is 

that it targeted simplest at the contemporary developments of m-banking transactions and apps handiest, no longer taken 

into consideration the opposite m-banking modes like SMS, m-wallet, m-pesa. 
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